A Porcupine Named Fluffy
Chapter 1 : A Porcupine Named Fluffy
Laughter. fluffy cried fluffy: "a rhinoceros named hippo!" narrator 4: a porcupine named fluffy. a rhinoceros
named hippo. it was almost more than they could bear. narrator 5: hippo and fluffy rolled on the ground
giggling and laughing until tears came to their eyes. narrator 6: at last they lay exhausted on the ground.Rubric
addendum: conflict resolution a porcupine named fluffy conflict resolution major conflict/ resolution mr. and
mrs. porcupine need a name for their child. they name him fluffy. major conflict/ resolution fluffy doubts that
he is fluffy (because he sticks to door, pokes holes in mattress, pokes through umbrella)A porcupine named
fluffy. question student response score who is the main character? fluffy the porcupine 2 fluffy or the
porcupine 1 don’t know/unrelated/wrong answer 0 . what does it mean to “lay exhausted on the ground”? to be
really tired 2 laying on the ground 1 don’t know/unrelated/wrong answer 0 Examples of other kevin henkes
books a porcupine named fluffy, by helen lester, illustrated by lynn munsinger graph paper for each student
and instructor colored pencils document camera and screen procedure 1. explain that we are starting an author
study, in which we will read books by the author/illustrator kevin henkes.Porcupine named fluffy weekly
reader childrens how do you hug a porcupine? laurie isop, illus. by gwen millward. simon & schuster, $15.99
(32p) isbn 978-1-4424-1291-0 isop, winner of the cheerios new author contest, makes a solid debut with this
sweetThis product contains thirteen thinking maps based on the book a porcupine named fluffy by helen
lester. these are guides for the teacher to use when creating thinking maps with the students but there are also
templates for each map as well.• a porcupine named fluffy, helen lester • the name jar, yangsook choi • andy
(that’s my name), tomie depaola informational texts (nonfiction) • l.k.6we’re different, we’re the same, bobbi
jane kates • we are all alike, we are all different, cheltenham elementary school kindergarteners note:
additional texts that fit with this set:
Porcupine to be named fluffy. place the batting, stuffed animal, and plastic fork in the circle and encourage the
children to feel it or what do the objects feel like? which feels like what fluffy the porcupine would feel like?
which feels soft like the clouds or After you read this book: cut a porcupine shape from brown construction
paper. have the kids draw the nose and eyes; use toothpicks and white glue to make the quills. learn more
about porcupines at “a porcupine named fluffy” by helen lester, illustrated by lynn munsinger “hugs from
pearl” by paul schmidWhat about porcupines? other resources 1. , 1989. uldis roze, smithsonian nature books
ies, no 8, smithsonian institution press, washington, d.c. ser 2. a porcupine named fluffy, 1989. helen lester,
houghton mifflin, boston, massachusetts. 3. porcupine’s pajama party the newborn porcupine is well
developed with eyes wide open and a A porcupine named fluffy by helen lester fluffy’s name is a source of
sorrow to the sharp-quilled youngster, until he meets and befriends a rhinoceros named—hippo! introduce the
story by showing children photos of fluffy things (clouds, cotton, cotton candy) a porcupine, a hippo and a
rhinoceros.(some) children’s books related to the multiple intelligences compiled by dr. kathy koch, celebrate
kids, inc. author of how am i smart? a parent’s guide to multiple intelligences
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